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CONTEXT  
In order to produce connection terminals (connectors) for automotive industry, our industrial client has asked 
ExperBuy support for identifying competent suppliers in Europe. The products are to be delivered to the client 
production plant in Turkey. 
The aim is to find qualified and competitive companies, able to manage the electrolytic treatment of on-strip 
connection terminals, or uncut metal strips (Reel-to-reel process). All strip and terminals are made of copper-based 
metal. 
 
Priority focus: silver deposit  

Second focus: gold deposit 

Third focus: metal cutting (internal or external) 

 
The preferred option is to find a supplier able to receive one order 
for the complete work (manage cutting + surface treatment 
processes). 
 
After qualification and contracting phase, the supplier receives 
weekly forecast and ensures weekly supply. The order quantity will 
be based on multiple of 8000 parts (equal to one packing unit = 1 
reel) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 If this opportunity is interesting for your company, or if you know a supplier that can fulfill our needs, please 
contact Gabriel Mazareanu on gmazareanu@experbuy.com or call directly on  +40 21 201 29 65 

 
SPECIFICATIONS SUMMARY 
In both cases (cut or uncut strip), the terminals are designed for integration in subassemblies intended for the 
automobile market. They are used to transmit electrical signals in a motor vehicle environment and, on devices 
under the vehicle hood. The supplied subassemblies equip the powertrain or exhaust gaz management system or 
Actuators. 
 
During production process, terminals and treatment shall support temperature stresses without any damage to 
their conformity to this specifications and drawing associated. It is mandatory that exposure to temperature of 
300°C during 1 minute. Passivation is mandatory as mineral or organic-mineral. Organic passivation is not allowed. 
 
Silver deposit main requirements: 
- Electrolytic 
- 99.9 % Purity 
- Alloy: Pure silver as per specification FORD ASTMB 700 type1 last index or (PSA B125220 last index) 
 
Gold deposit main requirements: 
- Electrolytic, complying with standard ASTMB 488-01 
- 99.35 to 99.55 % Purity; Impurity 0.5 % max (no element should exceed 0.1% weight of deposited metal) 
- Alloy: Gold/Nickel 0.1 to 0.3% (Gold/Cobalt is acceptable) 
- Density: 16.5 to 17.5 (1µm / dm 2 weighs approximately 170.25 mg) 
- Appearance: Bright 
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CONTROL OVER THE TREATMENT PROCESS 
- Degreasing. The supplier must ensure that the cleaning/degreasing phase for the strip 
to be treated is sufficient and effective to ensure good deposit adherence. 
- Treatment. The supplier must ensure the quality of the electrolytic deposit on 100% of the strip or parts treated 
as per these specifications.  
- Rinsing. After rinsing, there must be no bath residues on the finished products. 
- Drying. The supplier must ensure that after drying, parts are completely dry with no droplets on the finished 
products. 
 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. If client supply cut strips, they will come without joints. Reels must not get more than one cut at the cutting 
operation step. This cut should be identified on the sheet of each reel.  
In the worst case, a reel will be sent with uncomplete quantity to guarantee this request. The minimum quantity on 
the reel before a cut should be >1500 parts or 23 meters if 23 meters represent a number of parts bigger than 1500 
parts. 
 
2. If the supplier needs to cut the band in a reel, the supplier shall not connect both sides of the cut band. 
Both sides will be managed on the reel in order to avoid any degradation and to avoid direct cover.  
For each batch (set of reels), the supplier must therefore provide a quality report. Each reel must be identified for 
cross referencing with the batch report. No joints are allowed on the treated strips received from the supplier. 
 
3. The supplier should stay aware about technical improvement on this protection packaging subject and 
propose to client any improvement in the future to enforce the non-corrosion and non-oxidation of the treatments 
on the parts.  
 
4. The strips, both before and after treatment, are made of materials that can be oxidized, notably in contact 
with sweat, with negative consequences for the finished product. To avoid any risk of corrosion, strips must be 
handled with gloves both before and after treatment. 
 
QUALITY SECTION 
The supplier must have a system that ensures the possibility of tracing back product manufacturing and inspection 
conditions, as well as the material batches used. 
The FIFO (first in first out) technique must be used with a maximum storage time of one month on supplier 
premises. 
A control sample must be archived for each production batch, starting with the initial samples, and held for at least 
five years. 
 
Quantity for the initial-sample and industrial pre-series phases: 50000 parts. This batch will be used to extract the 
initial samples and to validate industrial criteria with a significant and representative production quantity. 


